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Showing identity with ALUCOBOND®

This brochure illustrates examples of projects 
where ALUCOBOND® was implemented suc-
cessfully and now forms an integral part of the 
corporate identity.
 
We would like to take the opportunity to thank 
all customers, architects, designers, fabricators 
and installers for contributing to 3A Composites’ 
success at petrol and car retail outlets  
world-wide. 

“The BP station conceived 15 years ago 
represented the first step in the revolution of 
forecourt design. The use of ALUCOBOND® ... 
played a major role...” 

“When we look at recent developments in 
forecourt design we cannot ignore the impor-
tant part that the material ALUCOBOND® has 
played...” (Marcello Minale)

ALUCOBOND®, DIBOND® and ALUCORE® 

can be supplied in any colour.



Project: 

Petron Petrol Stations 

Philippines

Designer: 

Minale Tattersfield & Acton

 England

One of the leading oil companies in the 
Philippines, Petron Corporation operates over 
1,100 service stations in its home nation. 
Petron offers consumers super stations that not 
only boast state-of-the-art automotive service 
facilities but also convenience stores that serve 
customers with a wide range of products, from 
provisions to freshly brewed coffee.

When the Philippines’ oil industry underwent 
a significant change with oil deregulation in 
the 1990’s, Petron responded positively to 
international competition with a major identity 
re-branding exercise. Petron hoped to incorpo-
rate its retail identity with its new corporate 
identity after a successful merger with Saudi 

Aramco, as well as to achieve differentiation 
from the other major oil companies in the 
country. 

With this intention, the new Petron “P” logo 
was launched. ALUCOBOND® and DIBOND® 
were the materials of choice that shape and 
showcase this new fluid and dynamic “P”. 
Petron selected a dark blue as the new  
predominant brand colour of the company. 

Another highlight was the canopy of the 
service stations, which featured an adapted 
stretched version of the “P” symbol, making the 
Petron identity unmistakable even from above 
and afar. This unique feature was brought 

out by combining ALUCOBOND® in Dark blue 
and the red backlit portion in polycarbonate 
sheet. The effect especially at night is visually 
striking.

ALUCOBOND® (custom dark blue) and 
DIBOND® (metallic-aluminium) have so far 
been utilised in this on-going programme, 
which first began rolling out in 1998. The new 
Petron identity needed elements of high-tech-
nology and modernity, according to Minale 
Tattersfield & Acton, the brand designer. 
ALUCOBOND® and DIBOND® create in today’s 
world a modern and upmarket brand identity 
for the Petron Corporation retail stations.

ALUCOBOND® makes Petron Stations unmistakable
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Design detail: 
vertical section

Signmaker: 

Albert Smith Group 

Philippines

Product: 

3 mm ALUCOBOND®

PVDF finish – Custom Blue 

(70% gloss) 

3 mm DIBOND® 

Polyester finish – Metallic- 

aluminium (35% gloss)



In a crowded automotive market place, Mazda 
have positioned themselves as a more upmar-
ket manufacturer, interested in securing the 
discerning car buyer. To enhance this percep-
tion, they enlisted the support of ALUCOBOND® 
Architectural Pty. Ltd. to supply the materials 
for their corporate image program. 

Dealer Planning Manager for Mazda Australia, 
David McCoy says ALUCOBOND® was a perfect 
fit for the message they were trying to convey. 
“We made a concerted effort to raise the bar 
when it comes to selling cars in Australia. 
We see the Mazda brand as a more prestige 
brand than our competitors in the same class, 

Mazda zooms ahead with ALUCOBOND®

and we wanted a look that reflected this. The 
ALUCOBOND® product has an architectural, 
sculptural look and we thought it would appeal 
to potential customers and reinforce our brand 
values, which are fundamentally expressed as 
being stylish, insightful and spirited.”

It wasn’t the first time that McCoy had dealt 
with ALUCOBOND®. Mazda’s previous identity 
program utilised Black ALUCOBOND® as part 
of the materials used. “We were familiar with 
the quality of the product from our previous 
experience. We augmented it with a differ-
ent product in the past that was made from a 
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canvas material. The problem we had was the 
fabric substance would fade and deteriorate, 
while the 3A Composites product would remain 
durable and not lose its colour or form”,  
notes McCoy.

In 1999, Mazda re-imaged, and signage 
contractor, Signcraft recommended a complete 
switch to ALUCOBOND®. McCoy agreed. 
“Rohan King (Managing Director) at Signcraft 
recognised what we wanted and strongly  
suggested the switch. They had used it for 
many other purposes and knew it was easy to 
install. They were instrumental in our decision. 
It has proven to be a great decision and it has 
certainly been in our best interests.”

Mazda completed their identity package with 
stainless steel lettering and the polished look 
complemented the versatile 3A Composites 
product perfectly. “We felt it matched the 
refined feel we were going for”, notes McCoy. 

The partnership between the car manufacturer 
and ALUCOBOND®, which began four years 
ago, continues to this day and McCoy says he 
is delighted it continues. “When we expand a 
dealership, we don’t have to tear down all the 
old signage. Because the older signs don’t fade 
or crack, we can apply new signs right next to 
the old ones and you can’t tell the difference. 
That not only saves us time and money, but 
gives us a consistent face to show the world. 

Whether the dealership being fitted out is in 
the north or south, east or west of the country, 
the signage is always the same and it stays 
the same. Consistently high quality is what we 
demand in our cars and it’s what we demand in 
our signage. Our customers know it and the use 
of ALUCOBOND® reflects well on us.”
ALUCOBOND® Architectural Pty Ltd warehouse 
the material on behalf of the carmaker and fur-
nish it to signage contractors undertaking work 
at Mazda dealerships around Australia. 

The modern-day car buyer is a savvy, well-
researched consumer and the values associ-
ated with an automotive manufacturer are 
important. The way a brand is reinforced after 

Project: 

Mazda Dealerships 

Australia, New Zealand &  

Europe

Product: 

3 mm ALUCOBOND® PVDF finish 

White 10 (35% gloss)

Signmaker: 

   – Albert Smith Group, Australia

  – ECCE Group, Europe

– Arlux, France 

the car is sold can be just as important as the 
perception of the brand before the buying  
decision is made. Mazda seeks a quality  
impression and ALUCOBOND® plays a vital 
role in ensuring it is a consistent, refined and 
polished performance all round.



Project:  

Caltex Petrol Stations

Asia, Australia & New Zealand

Designer:  

Execon, Australia

Signmaker:  

– Signtech (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd 

 Malaysia

– Albert Smith Group

 Australia

– Colorlux

 Thailand

Product:  

4 mm ALUCOBOND® PVDF finish 

– Custom Red (45% gloss)

– Custom Turquoise (35% gloss)

– Custom Deep ocean green  

 (35% gloss)

– Custom Coral (35% gloss)

– Custom Yellow (35% gloss)

– Silver metallic (35% gloss)

3 mm DIBOND® Polyester finish 

– Metallic-aluminium (35% gloss)

The Caltex Star shines with ALUCOBOND®

In 1996, Caltex Petroleum Corporation launched 
its first major identity programme since its 
establishment. With this new branding exer-
cise, the multinational corporate giant sought 
to expand its marketing position in the world, 
specifically in Asia Pacific, a region with one of 
the highest growth in petroleum demand today. 
And Caltex indeed did just that. Within a year 
of re-imaging its service stations in Thailand, 
sales volume rose dramatically by 20 per cent. 

This image re-branding programme, already 
in its eighth year, is still ongoing, with more 
than 2200 Caltex service stations in six Asian 
countries (the Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia,  
Singapore, Hong Kong and Pakistan) as well  
as Australia and New Zealand having acquired 
a dramatic new logo, a premise re-design, and 
new distinguishing corporate colours.

In the new Caltex logo, the star being repre-
sentative of the Caltex brand was radically 
revamped, complete with a modernistic wedge 
on one arm. A unique customised colour – the 
Caltex Deep ocean green – was added to the 
traditional Red, making the new Caltex identity 
fresh and striking. 

ALUCOBOND® aluminium composite panels 
contribute to the success of this branding 
exercise. This product was chosen to re-define 
and showcase the new Caltex corporate image. 
The colour consistency and weather resistance 
of ALUCOBOND® panels and their extreme 
flatness are some of the characteristics that 
make this modern material so versatile and 
appropriate for Caltex’s vision to create a con-
temporary, high-tech yet friendly environment 
for its service stations and convenience stores.

ALUCOBOND® panels can be easily cut and 
shaped, without the need for expensive or 
complicated machinery. In particular, the rout-
ing and folding techniques can be employed 

by small and medium-sized contractors, using 
ordinary wood-working tools. This flexibi  -
lity allows all the components that make up 
the Caltex brand to be replicated easily and 
perfectly.

3A Composites GmbH supplies ALUCOBOND® 
panels in six different, specially formulated 
custom colours (Red, Coral, Yellow, Turquoise, 
Silver metallic and Deep ocean green) for the 
Caltex CID Programme. These colours were 
created in high and medium gloss fluoro- 
polymer (PVDF) coating and approved after 
stringent colour matching to Caltex’s speci-
fications. The PVDF coating is applied to the 
aluminium in a fully automatic coil coating 



Design detail: 
vertical section
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process thereby ensuring quality and consist-
ency. No matter which country or climate the 
new Caltex brand is in, its characteristics is the 
same and remain the same for many years to 
come, whether it is the exact shade of colour or 
the unique shape of the Caltex star.

ALUCOBOND® is the ideal material for brand 
identity. 3A Composites’ CID (corporate identity 
programme) department is set up precisely to 
address this market and serve brand-conscious 
clients such as petroleum companies, banks 
and automobile dealers. ALUCOBOND® is the 
product of choice for major brand re-defining 
programmes all over the world. 



Project:  

Pfaff Porsche Dealership

Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Architect of Record

A. Baldassara Architect Inc.

Concord, Ontario

ALUCOBOND® Distributor/

Fabricator, Installer

Sobotec Ltd.

Hamilton, Ontario

General Contractor

Belrock Construction Ltd.

Concord, Ontario

Year of Installation

2002

ALUCOBOND® Product

910 m² of 4 mm ALUCOBOND®

in Porsche Silver metallic

Combination shines at dealerships
Could it be that the same combination of quali-
ties that make ALUCOBOND® attractive as the 
original Aluminum Composite Material (ACM) 
also make it most appropriate for Porsche auto-
mobile dealerships? If those foremost qualities 
include high-performance technology and tradi-
tional quality, the choice of ALUCOBOND® for 
such dealerships would seem to be appropriate 
indeed.

The Pfaff Porsche dealership in the greater 
Toronto, Ontario, area of Canada was com-
pleted in the spring of 2002, and represents 
one of many projects inspired by a design 
prototype constructed a year earlier in Laval, 
Quebec. The Porsche dealership prototype  
in Laval marked the 2001 beginning of a 
corporate identity program. “We expect to  

do all 152 dealerships over the next three 
years,” reports 3A Composites USA Inc., which 
manufactures ALUCOBOND® Material 
at its Benton, Kentucky, plant. By Late 2002, 
“about 30” dealerships had been completed. 
For the Pfaff dealership in Toronto, approxi-
mately 9,800 sq. ft. of 4 mm ALUCOBOND® in 
Porsche Silver was supplied, fabricated and 
installed by the Canadian firm of Sobotec Ltd., 
Hamilton, Ontario. Architect of record for the 
Pfaff project was A. Baldassara Architect Inc. 
of Concord, Ontario, with Belrock Construction 
Ltd., as general contractor.

Automobiles Lauzon is the name of the Porsche 
dealership in Laval, Quebec, which became  
the design prototype, according to Vlad Sobot of 
Sobotec Ltd. “We are continuing to do a number 

of projects like this in the United States, as 
well,” he said. Completed in early summer of 
2001, the Laval dealership also features 4 mm 
ALUCOBOND®, with attachment by the Sobotec 
SL-2000 system. Design Forum of Dayton, Ohio, 
U.S.A., is the design firm of record for the 
prototype dealership. 

First introduced to the North American market 
in 1977, ALUCOBOND® was greeted enthusi-
astically by architects and designers who 
con tinue to select it for its “high-tech” image – 
an image that was felt to be suited to this 
performance-oriented automobile brand. The 
design firm used a linear design to indicate 
swiftness and performance, as well as a large, 
curving metallic mass to drive visual attention 
downward toward the product showroom area. 
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Design detail: 
vertical section

The prototype dealership already has been 
featured in such publications as Metal 
Architecture and Metalmag, which reports 
that other brands are also turning to aluminum 
composite material. In part, this is due to the 
material’s rigid, visually “flat” appearance, 
even in designs that call for smooth, sweeping 
curves. Designs with an attention-getting  
vertical mass are seen as an innovative  

departure from dealerships of the past, which 
were primarily horizontal structures with a 
sign. In the competitive retail environment, 
design considerations have become more 
important. Yet, the reputation for quality and 
long-term performance that ALUCOBOND® 
began to establish at the outset has not gone 
unnoticed either.



ALUCOBOND® helps Petronas to stand out
Petronas Nasional Berhad is Malaysia’s  
national petroleum company. Its retail sector 
operates more than 600 service stations 
in rural and urban Malaysia. Petronas, first 
in corporated in 1974, is the nation’s largest 
marketer of petroleum products, with an  
overall market share of approximately 36%.

Petronas’ corporate headquarters is housed 
in the world-famous Petronas Twin Towers, 
452 metres of national pride and historic 
feat. Similarly, the Petronas service and retail 
stations have a similar duty to symbolise the 
nation’s modernity, dynamism and progress. 

As such, in 1999, a huge brand re-imaging 
exercise was put into practice. This on-going 
undertaking serves to project a corporate  
image that identifies Petronas easily along with 
major global oil brands, such as BP, Caltex and 
Shell, which also have a strong presence in 
Malaysia.

The Petronas logo has a geometric structure 
that encompasses the shape of an oil drop and 
a typographic “P”, both representative of the 
Petronas brand. Its corporate colour, emerald 
green, according to Petronas, is “an obvious 
reference to the sea within which environment 
oil is drilled. The Green also refers to land in 

reference to downstream activities where such 
operations are identified.” This colour was also 
given an emphatic nod of approval by their cor-
porate concept designer, Minale Tattersfield & 
Acton, as a “cool and refreshing colour which 
worked well in the hot Malaysian climate.”
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ALUCOBOND® and DIBOND® alumiminium 
composite panels were selected as the  
materials to shape the Petronas logo and its 
accompanying signage. These panels were also 
used for the canopies of the Petronas service 
stations and convenience stores nationwide. 
ALUCOBOND® in Emerald Green and DIBOND® 
in White have been supplied for this project.

An interesting point to highlight in this project 
is how ALUCOBOND® cladding panels were 
used to bring about an innovative yet practical 
way of fashioning the service stations’ canopy-
cum-signage. When constructing the canopies, 
ALUCOBOND® panels are used together with 
a white strip placed underneath, where green  
fluorescent light tubes are found. When 
switched on, green light sweeps along the 
canopy edge, making normal backlighting  

Project: 

Petronas Petrol Stations 

Malaysia

Designer: 

Minale Tattersfield & Acton 

England

Signmaker: 

Octagon Maju Sdn Bhd, Malaysia

Product: 

3 mm ALUCOBOND®, PVDF finish 

– Custom Green (60% gloss)

– Custom Yellow (80% gloss) 

2 mm DIBOND®, Polyester finish 

– Platinum white (35% gloss)

– Custom Yellow (35% gloss)

Design detail: 
vertical section

materials like vinyl and acrylic, common in 
normal signage set-ups, irrelevant in this case. 
When the neon strips need to be changed, 
these panels need not be removed at all. Not 
only will this allow the brand colour to be 
visible in both day and night, it also gives rise 
to extremely low maintenance as compared to 
other usual signage solutions.

Along with customisable colours, unique 
properties of ALUCOBOND® panels like longe-
vity and shape and colour fidelity are some of 
the prime reasons why this product is highly 
compatible with large-scale corporate signage 
projects. Corporate imaging programmes like 
such hinges on consistency of look, design and 
colour; an identity can only be identifiable if 
it is the same over time and across locations. 
ALUCOBOND® ensures this continuity.



When Nissan decided to establish a new 
global corporate identity, they called upon 
Turner & Townsend, the international construc-
tion consultancy, to manage the development 
and implementation of a design based upon 
Nissan new corporate colour palette of silver, 
red, black, grey and white and a new font type. 
Turner & Townsend had previously been re spon-
sible for the Network 2000 project in the 1990’s 
covering some 4200 sites in 20 European 
countries. With its network of some 34 offices 
around the world, they were well suited to 
provide the strategic vision required for such 
an immense project. Turner & Townsend’s 
office based in California procured the services 
of Lippincott & Margulies of New York who 
created the global design on behalf of Nissan 
Motor Limited in Tokyo and Nissan North 
America, Los Angeles for initial roll out in the 
USA and Japan.

When Nissan Europe SAS, Paris and Turner 
& Townsend Europe, London began to plan 
the implementation of the program in Europe, 
they decided to secure the services of SDA 
Architects and ECCE Signs for Europe. SDA, 
founded in Leeds in 1994, is one of the fore-
most automotive architects in Europe. SDA 
was commissioned by Nissan Europe in 2001 

New exciting corporate image of NISSAN
to convert the new corporate image for the 
European market. 

Founded in 1993, ECCE Signs for Europe is a 
joint venture company owned by three of 
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New exciting corporate image of NISSAN
Shaping with roll 

bending machines

Europe’s largest sign companies: Hawes Signs 
Ltd; Megaplas S.A. and Rousseau S.A. The 
pur pose of this joint venture is to provide a 
turnkey solution to large organisations seeking 
to im plement a consistent corporate image 
across Europe. Having worked closely with 
Nissan and Turner & Townsend on the existing 
corporate image, ECCE had a good understand-
ing of building characteristics across Europe 

and were therefore commissioned to develop 
the product engineering, prototypes and 
sources of materials.

One of the key components was the high 
quality cladding material that was capable  
of being customised to Nissan’s individual 
requirements for the building elevations, 
entrance statements and road side pylons.

Project: 

NISSAN Dealerships

Europe, Australia, New Zealand & 

Philippines

Product:

3 mm ALUCOBOND® PVDF finish 

– Custom NISSAN Red (35% gloss)

– Sunrise silver metallic (35% gloss)

Strategic Project Manager:

Turner & Townsend

Architect:

SDA Architects

Early on in the design process it was identified 
that the material chosen had to be exceptional-
ly flat, easy to fabricate into a variety of shapes 
and sizes, have good colour consistency and be 
easy to clean. It would have to be suitable for 
new-build and refurbishment schemes, from 
small to large projects. In addition the material 
had to be readily available across the whole of 
Europe. 

The project team decided to work with 
ALUCOBOND® as the proposed material during 
the prototyping stage of the new program. 
When it was time to put all the design theory 
to the test, the responsibility for the implemen-
tation of the first dealership to receive the new 
image went to Hawes Signs Ltd, the UK partner 
of ECCE Signs for Europe. The result can be 
seen at the Westway site in Birmingham, 
England. ALUCOBOND® was used for the 
critical signage elements – pre-site signage, 
entrance statement, pylon, wall signs, naviga-
tion signs and the new external wall cladding.

Following the successful result at Westway, 
ALUCOBOND® was confirmed as one of the 
preferred materials for the program and will 
now be used to help Nissan realize their new, 
exciting corporate image across twenty-eight 
European countries at some 4200 sites as well 
as in North America, Asia and Australia over 
the next 3 to 5 years.



Australia is a country of stark climatic ex-
tremes. There are times when all that se  pa -
rates searing heat and frigid cold is a couple  
of hours. And nobody knows the impact that 
inclement weather can exact more than the 
automotive industry. The need to ensure a 
deep, glossy, lasting shine accompanied by 
vibrant colours is central to the requirement for 
branding a network of retail dealerships across 
Australia. With this in mind, one of Australia’s 
largest automotive manufacturers, Holden has 
engaged ALUCOBOND® Architectural Pty. Ltd. 
to be a major supplier for their retail corporate 
identity program. 

Holden was not the only local carmaker to have 
all adopted ALUCOBOND® for their image stra-
tegy but it was one of the first, and it started 
a trend that continues to see ALUCOBOND® at 
the forefront of the market and continuing to 
strengthen its position. 

Holding on Down under
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Holden first enlisted ALUCOBOND® in 1995, 
and it is a relationship that continues to this 
day. Dealer Planning Manager for Holden, 
Leo Panebianco says the reasons for choosing 
ALUCOBOND® were many. “The colours are 
consistent, vibrant, hard wearing and they  
transcend all climatic conditions,” he states. 

“We re-imaged the entire Holden Dealer 
Network in Australia and New Zealand so we 
needed to ensure that there was a uniform look 
and feel across the network”. Holden, a part 
of the multi-national General Motors group, 
needed more than just vibrant and striking  
colours, they needed them to stay that way. 
“The fact that ALUCOBOND® comes with the 
highest UV resistance rating and a guarantee 
was a premium consideration for Holden. They 
even developed colours specifically for the 
program. We now have GM Burgundy and GM 
Pink champagne”, adds Panebianco. The con-
sistent and vibrant branding helped individual 
dealerships expand, as well as the network 
itself. As a result, the added expense of a com-
plete refit was avoided as new signage could 
be matched to existing signage without colour 
or surface inconsistencies. 

Bruce Rayment, the General Manager for 
ALUCOBOND® Architectural Pty. Ltd. says 
confidently, “the Holden re-imaging program 
set a new benchmark for automotive dealer-
ship signage in Australia”. It was not surprising 
that other marques followed Holden’s lead. 
“Competitive automotive brands developing 
new identity programs always use Holden as 
the benchmark”, notes Rayment. 

 Another attractive aspect of the program  
was the holistic approach ALUCOBOND® 
Architectural Pty. Ltd. took to servicing Holden. 
The carmaker purchases 100% of the mate-
rial and ALUCOBOND® Architectural Pty. Ltd. 
warehouses and distributes material to the 
nominated signage contractor as required. 

The suitability of the product to effective  
identity and branding has not been lost on busi-
nesses outside the automotive industry. Other 
quality organisations like Reece Plumbing, the 
Bendigo Bank and the Just Jeans Group have 
also capitalised on the benefits associated with 
ALUCOBOND®. 

The use of ALUCOBOND® is a reflection of the 
importance companies place on quality, dura-
bility and value for money. In the automotive 
industry, where competition is fierce and an 
edge is sought wherever it can be found, these 
brand values can be the difference between 
success and mediocrity. In a land where the 
conditions can be brutal, true colours, a lasting 
shine and the ability to withstand the elements 
are just as important on the signs, as they are 
on the cars. 

Project: 

HOLDEN car dealers 

Australia & New Zealand

Product: 

4 mm ALUCOBOND® 

– Custom GM Burgundy (80% gloss)

– Custom GM Pink champagne  

(80% gloss) 

Design detail: 
vertical section



“Design is an integral part of the business.“
(George Nelson)

“The company as your number one product...“
(Gregory, James R. )

“The only limits are, as always, those of vision.“ 
(James Broughton)

“Coming together is a beginning, staying together  
is progress, and working together is sucess.“  

(Henry Ford)

www.alucobond.com
Certain entries by courtesy of the book “How to design a successful petrol station” written by Minale Tattersfield Ltd, Richmond, London, UK, www.mintat.co.uk
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3A Composites GmbH
D-78224 Singen, Germany
Phone +49 (0) 7731 80 23 47
Fax +49 (0) 7731 80 28 45
info.eu@alucobond.com


